# Humanities Institute at Stony Brook
## Spring 2015 Calendar of Events

### January
- **16 Fri** Cornell Graduate Fellowship Deadline 12:00 pm, HISB@stonybrook.edu

### February
- **5 Thu** Faculty Book Series Andrew Flescher *Dealing With Satan’s Minions* 4:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **12 Thu** SBU Faculty Writing and Publishing Roundtable 1-2:30:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **13 Fri** Public Humanities Fellowship Deadline 12:00 pm, HISB@stonybrook.edu
- **13 Fri** Graduate Music Conference Technologies of Sound: Systems, Networks, Modernities 10:00 am-6:00 pm, Humanities 1006
- **17 Tue** Racial/Sexual Politics of Health Nirmala Erevelles *Violent Epidemics/Epidemics of Violence: Crippin’ Care in Transnational Contexts* 4:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **18 Wed** Pedagogy Workshop Trigger Warnings and Neo-Liberal Classrooms 4:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **26 Thu** Pedagogy Workshop Engaging Art, Building Community 10:30 am-3:30 pm, Humanities 1008

### March
- **2 Mon** Presidential Diversity Project Martha Cutter *Translating Across the Borders: Sui Sin Far and Other Interethnic Subjects* 4:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **6 Fri** LaMERG Conference Music, Language, Emotion 2 9:30-6:30 pm, Humanities 1006
- **10 Tue** History Department Colloquium Caroline Barron *Women of Medieval London* 4:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **11 Wed** English Department Colloquium John Kucich *From Paternalism to the Welfare State: Felix Holt and Social Problem Fiction* 4:00 pm, Humanities 1008

### April
- **14 Tue** Q/F/T* SBU Gender and Religion Symposium 12-6:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **16 Thu** Racial/Sexual Politics of Health Maria Guadalupe Huacuz Elias *Gendered Violence and Sexual Harassment on a Mexican University Campus* 4:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **17 Fri** Conference future(s) of Post-Socialism 12-7:00 pm, Humanities 1006
- **23 Thu** Great Debate Earthstock 4:00 pm, Humanities 1006
- **27 Mon** Presidential Diversity Project Eng-Beng Lim *Boy Harems* 4:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **28 Tue** Conversations on Immigration Jack Citrin *Identity Choice and Immigration* 4:00 pm, Humanities 1008

### May
- **1 Fri** Conference Ann Kaplan Celebration 10:00 am-6:00 pm, Humanities 1008
- **5 Tue** Conversations on Immigration Guido Pezzarossi *Entrapping Things: Archaeologies of Colonial Entanglement in Guatemala* 4:30 pm, Humanities 1008

---

See our website www.stonybrook.edu/humanities for updates, the complete calendar, and details, or call HISB at (631) 632-9957.